A sand dune is simulated by means of a non-linear mathematical morphological transformation of which the fractal dimensions with corresponding interslipface angles are computed. This exercise has relevance to test the validity of the model by considering various time series sand dune data that can be retrieved from the robust satellite remote sensing sensors. 
In this communication, a supply point of the sand that acts as an initiator that receives the accumulated sand due to interferential wind forces forms the symmetrical sand dunes. This process is simulated by applying iterative morphological dilation by following a non-linear morphological transformation with respect to a generator which is also represented in morphological terms that posses certain characteristic information like an origin direction and orientation. In order to simulate the symmetrical sand dune in discrete space, an inverted triangular type of generator with center as origin and bottom as the vertices is used. At each iteration the fractal dimension has been computed and at the nth generation of the simulation the fractal dimension is found to be converged to the value in two dimensional case. This has been represented in a multifractal curve by a graphical plot between the fractal dimensions at respective iteration of morphological dilation and the degree of multiscale dilations. This rapid communication contains three brief parts. The first part gives a brief introduction to the multiscale morphological dilation [1] . In the second part the simulated sand dune with the results are presented both mathematically and diagramatically for a better understanding of the simulated model and concluded with a further scope from the remote sensing perspective. Dilation ( Fig. 2a, b) , between the degree of dilation, and fractal dimensions [4] as well as corresponding interslipface angles. The interslipface angle limits are between 97 and 157 of which the corresponding fractal dimensions range between 1.7 and for this morphologically simulated sand dune growth. It is worth mentioned here, as the base length of the sand dune increases, the dune becomes flattened in this simulated sand dune model. These results are sensitive with a variation in any of the characteristic information such as origin, orientation, direction of the generator that plays a vital role in the simulation process. With this initial information and type of sand dune, morphological evolution can be quantified precisely to understand the nature or phenomenon of self organized criticality. With the advent of recent advances in the generation of high resolution digital elevation models from the remotely sensed data, the scope of the present study is that it can test the validity of this multi-fractal-interslipface angle curves by studying the natural conical sand dunes which are predominant in Central Asia (e.g., Bharkan sand dunes). The computed fractal dimensions (D) and corresponding interslipface angles (0) have been depicted in Table I . From the study, a multifractal and multi-interslipface angle curves are plotted
